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úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 432, 2015 Ç.A. V. AlpeevON PINSKER FACTORS FOR ROKHLIN ENTROPYAbstrat. In this paper we prove that any dynamial system has aunique maximal fator of zero Rokhlin entropy, the so-alled Pinskerfator. It is also proven that if the system is ergodi and this fa-tor has no atoms, then the system is a relatively weakly mixingextension of its Pinsker fator.
§1. IntrodutionA few years ago Lewis Bowen [1℄ introdued a new invariant for ationsof so� groups { so� entropy, and this led to great progress in the problemof lassi�ation of Bernoulli shifts up to measure onjugay and even (forsome lass of groups) up to orbit equivalene. So� groups form a verylarge lass of ountable groups, but it is still an open question whether allthe ountable groups are so� or not.So, so� entropy, potentially, does not work for some groups. There is,however, a very natural alternative: the minimal entropy of a generatingpartition, the so-alled Rokhlin entropy. The name omes from the resultof Rokhlin stating that the Kolmogorov entropy for aperiodi transfor-mations equals the in�mum of the entropies of generating partitions [7℄.The fat that this is an invariant is obvious from the de�nition. It followsfrom [1℄ that the Rokhlin entropy equals the entropy of the base spae forBernoulli shifts over so� groups. It is well known that the so� entropy isbounded from above by the Rokhlin entropy (see [1, 5℄). Seward [8℄ proveda generalization for Rokhlin entropy of Krieger's and Denker's theorems.In the realm of Kolmogorov entropy, it is well known that every systemhas a unique maximal fator of zero entropy, the so-alled Pinsker fator,and it is known that the system itself is a relatively weakly mixing ex-tension of its Pinsker fator (see [4℄). In this paper, we will transfer theseKey words and phrases: Pinsker fator, Rokhlin entropy, generating partition, rela-tively weakly mixing extension.This researh is supported by the Chebyshev Laboratory (Department of Mathemat-is and Mehanis, St. Petersburg State University) under the RF Government grant11.G34.31.0026 and by JSC \Gazprom Neft."30



ON PINSKER FACTORS FOR ROKHLIN ENTROPY 31lassial results into the new setting of Rokhlin entropy. Namely, we willprove the following theorem.Theorem 1. Every dynamial system ontains a Pinsker subalgebra withrespet to Rokhlin entropy, that is, a unique maximal subalgebra amongsubalgebras with zero Rokhlin entropy.After that we will use the Furstenberg{Zimmer struture theory toobtain the following result whih resembles a lassial theorem on Kol-mogorov entropy ([4℄).Theorem 2. Assume that the Pinsker fator of an ergodi dynamialsystem is nonatomi. Then the initial system is a realively weakly mixingextension of its Pinsker fator.Aknowledgments. I would like to thank Mikl�os Ab�ert for his eveningtalk at the Arbeitsgemeinshaft on so� entropy in Oberwolfah (Otober2013), whih drew my attention to Rokhlin entropy. I would also like tothank all the organizers and partiipants of the Arbeitsgemeinshaft. Theterm \Rokhlin entropy" is due to Mikl�os Ab�ert and Benjamin Weiss. Iwould also like to thank my advisor Anatoly Vershik for disusssions.
§2. Fats from ergodi theory and desriptive settheoryOur intention here is to remind some fats and notions from ergoditheory we will use in proofs.A standard probability spae, or a Lebesgue spae, is a measurable spaearising from any Borel probability measure on a standard Borel spae.Suh spaes have a lot of onvenient properties (see [6, 4℄). Consider astandard probability spae X = (X;X ; �) (where X is a set, X is a�-algebra, and � is a measure). A �-subalgebra A ⊂ X is said to beomplete if for any A ∈ A and B ∈ X suh that �(A�B) = 0 (here �denotes the symmetri di�erene operation) we have B ∈ A . Obviously,any �-subalgebra has the ompletion. Let � : X → Y be a measure-preserving map between standard probability spaes X = (X;X ; �) andY = (Y;Y ; �). In this situation, the pair (Y; �) is alled a fator, � isalled a fator map, and Y is alled a fator spae. For any fator thereis a orrespondent �-subalgebra: onsider the ompletion Y ′ of the �-subalgebra {�−1(A)|A ∈ Y }. Also, for every omplete �-subalgebra in Xthere is a fator suh that the orrespondent �-subalgebra is exatly the



32 A. V. ALPEEVgiven one. Thus there is a natural orrespondene between �-subalgebrasand fators. For more details, see [4℄.A dynamial system, or a G-spae, is a pair (X; T ) onsisting of a stan-dard probability spae X = (X;X ; �) and an ation of a ountable groupG on X by measure-preserving transformations. Two dynamial systems(X; T ) and (Y; S) with the same ating group are said to be isomorphi,or onjugate, if there is a measure-preserving isomorphism ' : X → Ythat is equivariant with respet to the ations: '(T g(x)) = Sg('(x)) forevery g and for almost every x. A fator of a dynamial system (X; T ) is apair onsisting of a system (Y; S) and an equivariant measure-preservingmap � : X → Y. An extension of a dynamial system (Y; S) is a paironsisting of a system (X; T ) and an equivariant measure-preserving map� : X → Y. Two extensioms ((X1; T1); �1) and ((X2; T2); �2) are said tobe isomorphi if there is an equivariant measure-preserving a.e. bijetion : X1 → X2 suh that �1 = �2 ◦  .A �-subalgebra A is alled an invariant subalgebra if for every setA ∈ A we have T g(A) ∈ A . It is not hard to see that on the orrespondentfator spae a fator ation S of the group G an be de�ned. Thus thereis a natural orrespondene between fators and invariant �-subalgebras(see [4℄).Let X = (X;X ; �) be a standard probability spae. A partition � is aountable or �nite olletion of disjoint measurable subsets of X overingthe whole spae. A partition � is said to be measurable with respet toa �-subalgebra A if all its elements belong to A . Consider a dynamialsystem (X; T ). We will say that a �-subagebra is generated by a partition ifit is the smallest omplete invariant �-subalgebra with respet to whih thepartition is measurable. A partition is said to be generating if it generatesthe �-algebra X .Let (X; T ), (Y; S) be two dynamial systems, and let � : X → Y bea fator map. For any partition � of X measurable with respet to the�-subalgebra orrespondent to the fator (Y; �), there is a unique, up toa set of zero measure, partition � of Y suh that � = �−1(�).Lemma 1. Let (X; T ) (with X = (X;X ; �)) be a dynamial system, let
A be an invariant �-subalgebra, and let � be an A -measurable partitionof X. Let � be a partition of Y suh that � = �−1(�). Let (Y; S) be theorrespondent fator ation, and let � : X → Y be the fator map. Thefollowing assertions are equivalent:1. The partition � generates the �-subalgebra A .



ON PINSKER FACTORS FOR ROKHLIN ENTROPY 332. The partition � generates the �-algebra Y .3. The partition � separates points of Y, that is, there exists a onullset Y ′ ⊂ Y suh that for any y1; y2 ∈ Y ′, y1 6= y2, there is anelement g ∈ G suh that Sg(y1) and Sg(y2) lie in di�erent partsof �.
§3. Basi fats on Rokhlin entropyIn what follows, all the �-subalgebras are omplete.Let X = (X;X ; �) be a standard probability spae, and let (X; T ) be adynamial system. The Shannon entropy of a parition � = {A1; A2; : : :} isgiven by the formula H(�) = −

∑i=0 �(Ai) log(�(Ai)) with the usual on-vention 0 log 0 = 0. The Rokhlin entropy of an invariant �-subalgebra A isthe in�mum of the Shannon entropies of generating partitions measurablewith respet to this subalgebra. We will denote it by h(A ). The Rokhlinentropy h(X; T ) of a dynamial system is de�ned as the Rokhlin entropyof the �-algebra X . We will say that a �-algebra A is generated by aset {Ai} of �-algebras, and denote it by A = ∨
Ai, if A is the minimal�-algebra ontaining these subalgebras. In this situation we will also saythat A is the join of the �-algebras {Ai}.Lemma 2. Let {A1;A2; : : :} be a ountable or �nite set of invariant �-subalgebras and A be their join. Then h(A ) 6

∑h(Ai).Proof. The laim is obviously true if the sum of the entropies is in�nite.Otherwise take any " > 0. By de�nition, for any i there is a generatingpartition �i for Ai with Shannon entropy smaller than h(Ai)+"=2i . By theompleteness of the spae of partitions with respet to the Rokhlin metri(see [7℄), the join ∨i �i exists and H(∨i �i) 6
∑iH(�i) < ∑i h(Ai) + ".This is, obviously, a generating partition for A . �Lemma 3. Let I be a linearly ordered set and {Ai}i∈I be a monotonesequene of �-subalgebras, that is, Ai ⊆ Aj for i 6 j. Then there is aountable subset J in I suh that ∨i∈I Ai = ∨j∈J Ai.Proof. The set X endowed with the metri d(A;B) = �(A�B) is aomplete separable semimetri spae. It is not hard to see that the join ofa monotone sequene of �-subalgebras orresponds to the losure of theunion of the orrespondent subsets in the semimetri spae (X ; d). Nowwe an re�ne a ountable subsequene with the same losure of the union,sine our spae is a separable semimetri spae. �



34 A. V. ALPEEVProof of Theorem 1. Consider the set of all invariant �-subalgebras ofzero Rokhlin entropy ordered by inlusion. It follows from the two previouslemmas and Zorn's lemma that there is at least one maximal zero-entropyalgebra. It is easy to see that this algebra is unique, sine two maximalsubalgebras an be joined, and their join will di�er from both of them andhave zero entropy, leading to a ontradition. �

§4. The Pinsker fator and relative weak mixingLet (X; T ) (with X = (X;X ; �)) be a G-spae and (Y; R) (with Y =(Y;Y ; �)) be a fator of (X; T ). The system (X; T ) is alled relativelyweakly mixing over (Y; S) if its relatively independent joining with anyergodi system over the ommon fator (Y; S) is ergodi.Let (Y; R) be a G-spae. Consider a metri ompat spae (Z; d) with aBorel probability measure � that is invariant under the ation of isometries,and let (g; y) 7→ Sg;y (where y ∈ Y and g ∈ G) be a measurable family ofisometries suh that Sg;Rh(y) ◦ Sh;y = Sgh;y for any g; h ∈ G and almostevery y ∈ Y , and Se;y = id for almost every y (where e is the group iden-tity and id is the identity map). Then we an de�ne an ation of the groupG on the set Y × Z endowed with the produt measure by the formulaQg : (y; z) 7→ (Rg(y); Sg;y(x)). Obviously, this de�nes a dynamial systemwhih is naturally an extension of (Y; R). Any extension of (Y; R) isomor-phi to an extension obtained in this way is alled an isometri extension.The following theorem is the famous Furstenberg{Zimmer dihotomy (see[9, 3, 4℄).Theorem 3 (Furstenberg, Zimmer). Assume that we have an ergodi ex-tension of an ergodi dynamial system. Then exatly one of the followingassertions holds:1. The extension is weakly mixing.2. There is an intermediate isometri extension.In order to prove Theorem 2, we will need the following lemma.Lemma 4. Let (X; T ) be an ergodi isometri extension of an ergodi sys-tem (Y; S) suh that the spae Y has no atoms. Then h(X; T ) 6 h(Y; S).Proof. Let h(Y) < ∞, sine otherwise the assertion is obvious. Let Y =(Y;Y ; �) and X = (X;X ; �). Without loss of generality we may assumethat X = Y ×Z where (Z; d) is a metri ompat spae. Take " > 0. Let �be a generating partition for (Y; S) suh that H(�) < "=2. Take �′ to be



ON PINSKER FACTORS FOR ROKHLIN ENTROPY 35the orrespondent partition ofX. By Lemma 1, there is a onull setX ′ ⊂ Xsuh that for any two points (y1; z1); (y2; z2) ∈ X ′ with y1 6= y2 there is anelement g ∈ G suh that T g(y1; z1) and T g(y2; z2) lie in di�erent parts of�′. Sine Y has no atoms and is a standard probability spae, we have asequene {Ci} of positive-measure subsets in X suh that �(Ci) → 0. Takeany point z0 from the support of the measure on the set Z. Obviously,any ball Br(z0) of positive radius has a positive measure. Let {Ai} be thesequene of measurable subsets in X of the form Ai = Ci × B1=i(z0) ⊂X×Z. Consider the sequene of paritions �i = {Ai; X\Ai}. It is easy to seethat H(�i) → 0. Take a subsequene ni → ∞ suh that ∑iH(�ni) < "=2.Then the partition �′ ∨
∨i �ni dynamially separates points from a onullsubset of X. Thus it is a generating partition, and its entropy is smallerthan h(Y; S) + ". We are done, sine " an be taken arbitrarily small. �Proof of Theorem 2. Assume to the ontrary that the Pinsker fatorhas an intermediate isometri extension. By the previous lemma, this ex-tension also has zero entropy, a ontradition. �Referenes1. L. Bowen, Measure onjugay invariants for ations of ountable so� groups. |J. Amer. Math. So. 23 (2010), 217{245.2. M. Einsiedler, T. Ward, Ergodi Theory with a View Towards Number Theory.Springer, London, 2011.3. H. Furstenberg, Ergodi behavior of diagonal measures and a theorem of Szemer�edion arithmeti progressions. | J. Anal. Math. 31 (1977), 204{256.4. E. Glasner, Ergodi Theory Via Joinings. Amer. Math. So., Providene, RhodeIsland, 2003.5. D. Kerr, So� measure entropy via �nite partitions. | Groups Geom. Dyn. 7(2013), 617{632.6. V. A. Rokhlin, On the fundamental ideas of measure theory. | Mat. Sb. 67, No.1 (1949), 107{150.7. V. A. Rokhlin, Letures on the entropy theory of transformations with invariantmeasure. | Uspekhi Mat. Nauk 22, No. 5 (1967), 3{56.8. B. Seward, Krieger's �nite generator theorem for ergodi ations of ountablegroups. I ; arXiv:1405.3604.9. R. Zimmer, Extensions of ergodi group ations. | Illinois J. Math. 20, No. 3(1976), 373{409. ðÏÓÔÕ�ÉÌÏ 10 ÑÎ×ÁÒÑ 2015 Ç.Chebyshev Laboratoryat St.Petersburg State University,St.Petersburg 199178, RussiaE-mail : alpeevandrey�gmail.om


